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ABSTRACT 

This ts a report of an evaluation of a LEAA funded project to de

velop a computer-assisted dispatcbing system for San Francisco Police 

Department. This project involved the installation of a nevI commun1ca-

tion center, progranming of a computer-assisted dispatch system, and 

installation of mobile digital terminals in police vehicles. The eval-

uation originally was intended to stress the impact of the new system 

on the response time of the police department to high priority calls 

for service. Actually, the data processing support system provided by 

the ci ty and county of San Franci sco, "Jas not adequate to permi t acti va

tion of the system for such an operational test. While the capabilities 
" ' 

of this syste~ are substantial, additional steps will be required to 

fully implement the system and ta-thoroughly evaluate the service it 

provides. Experience with this project focuses attention on the great 

difficulty of making arrangements for an integrated city/county compu

ter system to support a police dispatching system when it must compete 

for limited resources with an expanding number of other computer appli

cations. 
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,PREFACE 

The San Frqncisco computer-assisted dispatching (CAD) project is 
an extension of project CABLE, which has consisted of three phases and 
has developed a variety of computer-based info)"mation systems support
tng field officers, management, and inspec~ors. This report of evalua
tio~ reflects an analysis of the syste~'s capabilities based on a review 
of documentation, interviews with concerned project personnel, and ob
servation of the preproject system as well as of the new command center. 

Limited funding meant that this evaluation was a modest effort in 
. relation to that desired for a major computer-based information system 
($3,500 for eva 1 uation of a proj ect c~sti ng$588,854). Until recently 
the objective of the evaluator was to focus on the operational impact 
of the new system, since it was impossible to perform a detailed tech-

, 
nical, revie\ll of 'the system components with available funding and since 
the city had made arrangements for a thorough acceptance testing pro-. 
cedure. As it turned out, the system is not operational, so such an 
impact evaluation \liaS impossible. , The author has included operational 
baseline information on preproject response time of police units to 
high priority calls for service. This will 'permit a comparison when' 
steps have been taken to actually use the computer-based system in an 
operational mode. 

The author wishes to acknowledge the helpful assistance and access 
, , 

~o information provided by representatives of the Police Department, 
City/County Data Processing, the Department of Electricity, and the 
project cootractor, PRe/public Hanagement Services, Inc. While all 
the individuals concerned are'too numerous to mention by name, the 
author wishes to specifically acknowledge the continued support of the 
Deputy Director and uprime mover" of the CABLE project, Director Louis 
H. Feder, Bureau of Criminal Information. Others, whose assistance was 
invaluable, include ~t. Ford Long, and Sgt. ,Ed Hartmann. The vital 

iii 

, " ',' 

contributions of the late Sgt. Dan OIHara to all aspects of project 
CABLE will always be remembered. The author also acknowledges the 
as~istance of his colleague, Louis Sullo, who participqted in the 
detailed analysis of the current communications center operation, 
and who p~epared plans for an operational assessment of the new sys

tem. 
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1.0 ,INTRODUCTION 

The computer-assisted dispatch (CAD) project was partially funded 
by California Council on Criminal Justice Grant No. 0-102-72. This 
grant established a requirement that the result of the funded effort be 
reviewed by an independent evaluator and that the result of that as
sessment be reported. This evaluation was conducted during the period 
between June 1973 and September 1975 by W.R .. Partridge. The final 
evaluation and report was delayed as long as possible in an eff~rt to 
make an impact-type evaluation. Unfortunately, this proved impossible. 
A brief biography of the evaluator is enclosed as Appendix B. 

This section presents an overview of the CABLE project, a state
ment of the objectives of the CAD project, and a description of rele
vant police departme.nt procedures as they existed prior to the CADproj
ect. 

1.1 Project CABLE 

The folloltting is a sUJl1mary of the three phases of Project 
CABLE and a description of their relationship to CAD. 

CABLE I (September 1970 - October 1971) 
Operational field support system providing for rapid 
retrleval of person, article and vehicle data. 
Preliminary design of a management analysis module for 
assisiance in management planning and resource alloca
tion. 
Review of police' command control requirements and plans. 

The CAD component involving mobile digital terminals relies 
upon the bas i c fi e 1 d support system developed. duri n9 CABLE I. However, 
it provides direct access to information concerning vehicles from the 
field unit. 

CABLE II (October 1971 September 1972) 
Operati ona 1 "Loca ti on S'ubsystem" to record and report 
location and consumption of police resoorces and assist 
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in reallocation decisions. 
Development of an "Incident/Case Subsystem'.! inlJo~ving 

automated police report indexing, report distributio~ 
and associated crime and m~nagement analysis statistics. 
Opera ti ona 1 "Geo-codi ng System ll to permit geographi ca lly 
oriented data analysis without burdening officers. 
Field Support (CABLE I) system enhancements . 

CAD makes direct use of the geo-coding system to validate 
address information given by individuals \'Iho call the police and to 
provide such information as cross streets to assist officers responding 

to·the scene for a call of service. 

CABLE III (October 1972 - D~cember 1973) 
Programming of the Incident/Case System. 
Design of a Personnel/Time recording system. 
Design and acquisition of a microfilm retrieval system. 
Integration of CABLE.~ubsystems with the Computer
Assisted Dispatch (CAD) system. 

The CAD system was being designed~so as to interface with 
incident case and other components of the CABLE system which were 
being refined during the CABLE III project. 

1.2 Operational Problems and Objectives 

The San Francisco Police Department's major goal for this proj~ . 
ect was to increase the speed of its operational services. An associated 
goal was that of improving record keeping to support management control 
and resource reallocation. These goals were expressed in the department's. 

grant application as follows: 

Increasing the speed of the police response to th~ public's 
call for service. This is to be accomplished by lmproved 
message handling capability in the Comnunications Center, 
improved ability of the dispatcher to select the 
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appropriate unit for a call, and ~ield investigation of 
a.utomated dispatching. 

Complete accurate records are to be kept regarding the 
field unit activities. Personnel will have the ability 
to recall the recent activity recOl~ds of the field units. 
The data will be automatically stored in an off-line 
mode for statistical analysis by others. 

1.2.1 Communications Center Operations 

The primary requirement to accomplish the ultimate goal 
was to c~1pletely modernize and add to the capability of the department1s 
Communications Center. The ohjectives specified in the grant application 
were as' fo 11 m'/s: 

r • Automation of complaint clerk and dispatcher func
tions. The Communications Center of the. Department 
will' have automated message handling displays for 
all complaint clerks and dispatcher positions. This 
will reduce time currently required for writing, 
date and time st~mp;ng, address verification, manual 
or conveyor transmission of documents, maintenance 
of status of field units, etc., under the manual 
method. 

Dispatching of f.ield f.orces via digital communica
tion. This function should reduce radio channel 
time required for this function, as well as pro
vide a method to display additional data regarding 
the call for service automatically or as. a result 
of subsequent activity. 

Reduce radio channel time required for inquiry 
status and disoatch activity. Increased use of 

'mObile digital' terminals will reduce radio channel 
time required for these activities. Considerable, 
channel time is currently used for phOtletlc spelllngs, 
requesting additional information or clarification 
regarding assignment or inquiry and administrative 
requirements, such as status, location~ etc. 

1.2.2.' Field Inquiries 
Another objective was to add to the usage of CABLE, 

State and NCIC systems by facilitating inquiries on vehicles and persons 
and property fl~om the field .. As expressed in the grant application: 

-3-

Increase patrol force productive time~-eliminate de
lays by allm'ling patrol units to make digital i~
quiries. This will result in fast~r r~sponse tl~e 
by eliniination of the voice communlcatlons and dlS
patcher interface. Vari ous functi on keys ava 11 ab 1 e 
on the mobile digital terminal will also save the 
officer time, as \'/ell as provide additional safety 
features which can be provided by automatic computer 
moni tori ng. 

1.2.3' Management Control Reporting 

Since the dispatching function will be supported by 
a computer system, CAD will make it possible t.o record, process and 
report 'almost any 'type of information relating to the dispatching func
tion and the utilization of field forces. The objective in this re
gard was expressed in the grant appli~ation as follows: 

Provide additional and more accurate mana~ement 
information. Hithin the current dispatching opera
tion, the information gathered is freg~2ntary, re
quires substantial hand coding, contains ~any 
errors and omissions rendering the data vlrtually 
useles5 and ~equires a massive costly effort to 
convert it into timely, reliable and usable 
management reports. As a result of this situation, 
the police department and community are not obtain
ing the maximum efficiency of its field forces. 
Since an automated system would provide a timely 
and atcurate detail transaction log as an auto
matic by-product, valuable management reports 
reflecting the total activity of the patrol force 
would be readily available at considerable cost 

. reduction. Proper use of the reports for resource 
management, allocation and planning could result 
in further savings or in additional patrol force 
hours spent in preventive patrol, etc. 

1.3 Preproject Procedures 

In this section, the relevant procedures of the police depart
ment as they existed prior to completion of the CAD project will be 

described. 

-4-
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1.3.1 Communications Center Oper,ations 

The Conmand and Control Center of the San Francisco 
Pol tee Department receives almost 600,000 phone calls per year from the 
public. These calls are for requests for assistance, requests for in
formati'on and offers of information to the police department. 

Major activities of the Communications Center can be 

divided into five processes: 
1. Phone calls for police service. 
2. Alarms. 
3. Officer initiated field check for information. 
4. Officer initiated dispatch (on view). 
5. Officer initiated call for required assistance. 

Phone Calls for Police Service 

There are approximately 13,000 calls per day received 
by t~e switchboard operators at the Hall of Justice: Many of these 
calls are directed to other departments in the Hall of J~stice. Only 

·1,600 find their way to the communication center's complaint clerks. 
Of these, at least 50 percent req~ire dispatches for service. 

The switchboard operators usually determine the severity 
of the call requesting' assistance. If the call requires emergency ac
tion, the operator transfers the call to one of two hot lines into the 
COlTl1lunication center. Some 160 hot calls are handled daily. 

The center has four to eight'complaint clerks on duty 
throughout the day. They determine the necessary action required on 
incoming calls. A number of these calls only require forms to be sent 
out to the callers. The hot lines are usually answered immediately and 
the information, if immediate service is required, is recorded on salmon 
colored slips (CR slips) to distinguish them from nonemergency calls 
(white s.lips). The San Francisco Police Department has established dis
patch priorities for all types of incidents. There are three pt'iority 
categories, A to C, A being the highest. Highest priority calls go to 
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the fil"st district dispatcher for an all points bulletin. Aft'er 
assigning a unit for the emergency, the district one dispatcher senri;the 
CR slip to the appropriate district dispatcher by way of the conveyor 
belt. All CR slips are passed from complaint clerk to dispatc!Jer by 
way of conveyor belt. There are four dispatchers, each with an as
sistant. Upon completion of an as~ignment, the unit notifies the dis
patcher of his return to service. The dispatcher logs the time and 
notes the unit's in-service status. 

Alarms 

The first district dispatcher has an alarm board 10-

'ca~ted.'at his console. The dispatcher, handles these alarms as high 
priori,ty (hot) calls and dispatches a unit to check the cause of the 
alarm. The'network of activities follows the same path ,as a11 dis
patched calls. During the peak hour as many as three alarms have 
been sounded. A large percentage (as high as 90 percent) of alarms 
sounded during a day are false alarms. 

-. 
Officer Initiated Dispatch (on view) 

When an incident occurs that requires action from a . 
unit viewing it, the unit contacts the dispatcher and gives the reason 
for dispatch. The dispatcher then fills out a CR slip, and logs the 
appropriate times. The remaining network of activities is similar to 
that of units after arrival at the scene. 

Officer Initiated Call for Assistance (tow, etc.) 

Often a unit close to the requesting unit will hear the 
request and will volunteer to assist. However, if this is not the case, 
the dispatcher assigns a unit to assist or assigns whatever spec~al 
units are required to assist the field unit. As appropriate, the dis
patcher fills out a CR slip and logs the time. The remaining activities 
have been previously described. 

-6- . 
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1.3.2 Field Inquiries 

The number of field checks have been on the in
crease since the'corrmunication links to the computerized data files, 
have been installed in the communication center. From 300 per day in 
1970, the number of inquiries has increased to 1,200 field checks 
da ily. 

The field unit calls its dispatcher and requests 
a field check. These checks can be on license numbers, vehicle regis
tration and individuals. If the system is up, the unit gives the re
quired information to the dispatcher who in turn passes this informa
tion w~itten on a CR slip to his assistant to query the system. The 
information is keyed into the computer system, and responses are 
usually obtained within ~econds. The-system searches local, State and 
Federal data files and responds for each file searched. Time elapsed 
for information returning to the field unit, however, depends on the 
activity in the command center and volumes of radio calls. Times as 
long as 15 minutes and as short as a half minute have been obtained 
from a field study. Field checks can initiate additional requests for 
;nfotmation, officer initiated calls ,for assistance or officev· init'jated 
dispatches. 

1.3.3 Management Control Reporti.!l9. 

CABLE I and CABLE II developed a design for manage
ment reports \'1hich eventually would be generated by the several compo
nents of CABLE and CAD. These are related to the Law Enforcement Man
power Reallocation System (LEMRAS). Certain LEMRAS reports have been 
generated but this activity has been limited, since it is necessary to 
keypunch raw data required for the reports. The kind of managerial re
ports which were planned for generation based upon automated inputs are 
as fol10\'1s: 

_., 

Assignment of manpower to major functions, 
Assignment of manpower within the Patrol Division, 
Assignment of manpower within the police districts, 
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and 
.. Justification of departmental budget. 

ihe designed resource allocation subsystem design pro
vides a highly flexible da~d base from which numerous historical and 
predictive reports can be generated. This data base is made up of 10 

fundamental police activities which are reportable on a time, location 
and, unit involv~ment basis. Time definitions include day and hour of 
'occurrence as "./ell as consumed time accoun'ting for specific categories 
of police activity. The 10 categories of activity are: 

Crimes against persons--priority response. 
Crimes against persons--routine response. 
Suppressible crimes against persons (robbery, 
purse snatching and mugging)--priority response. 
Suppressible crimes against persons--routine 
response. 
Crimes against property--priority response. 
Crimes again~t property--routine response. 
Public safety and sen!ice--priority response. 
Public safety and serv,lce--routine response. 
Traffic. 
Administrative. 

The CABLE II resource allocation reports which are plann2d 
to be produced initially are: 

(~) Workload Prediction-Cit~~ide 
This report will forecast the workload for each of 
the seven police districts by day of \'/eek and four 
hour increments of timeh Predicted loads will be 
~xpressed in police unit (radio car) hours. 

(b) WOrkload Prediction--Police District 
This report will forecast the \','orkload by day of 

. week and four hour increments for each reporting 
area (a small area roughly equivalent to a census 
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tract) within each of the seven police districts. 
Again, the workload will be expressed in terms of 
police unit hours. 

ee} Police Unit Activity Report 
All actions expressed in terms of the 10 police 
activity categories described above \'/ill be re
ported for each radio ~ar for each watch. Number 
of activities by type and associated consumed time 
will be reported. 

(d) Response Time Prediction Report 
A queuing model will be utilized to provide a table 
which allows prediction of the manner in which 
response time 'will be affected by raising or lm'!er
·1ng the number of police units assi~ned to a given 
area at a given time of day.-

(e) Out of Beat Report 
This report wil) define the number of incidents 
which are respondeq to by uni ts .other than the car 
assigned to ~he beat in which th~ i~cident occurred~ 
It will further define the spe~ifie beat'from which 
the alternative unit was selected. 

(f) Histogram of Workload Distribution 
This report will be used to analyze expenditures of 
unit hours by type of assignment. It will provide 
graphic representation of percentage of calls re
quiring varying unit hours of work. 

Such a full range of reports wi 11 be economi ca lly feas i b 1 e 
only when CAD provides for automated source data collection. 

-9- . 
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2.0 EVALUATION METHODOLOGY 

The original evaluation plan consisted of ,an assessment of opera
tional. impact of the comnunications and dispatching component of the 
project, a determination of the ~ignificance of adding digital communi
cations to the system, a review of management reporting improvements, 
and a review of project administration. 

2.1 Evaluation Criteria 

. 'Operational Impact--A reduction in the response time of high 
priori~y calls for service. Ideally, this would be a significant reduc
tion at least consistent with standards and goals of the National Ad
visory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals, Report on 
Police, 1973. Standard 8.1: recommends that 

Every police chief executive should ensure maximum 
~fficiency in the deliverance of patrol services 
by setting out in written policy' the objectives and 
priori~ies governing these servic~s~. This policy ... 
Should require immediate response to incidents where 
there is an immediate threat to the safety· of an in
dividual, a crime in progress or a crime committed 
and the apprehension of the suspected offender is 
likely. Urban area response time -- from the time 
a call is dispatched from the arrival at the scene-
under normal conditions should not exceed 3 minutes 
for emer1jency call sand 20 mi nutes for non-emergency 
ca 11 s ... 

Standard 23.2 recommends that 

Every police chief executive should immediately en
sure that delay time--the elapsed time beti'/een re
ceipt of an emergency call and the time of message 
radio transmission--in the case of an emergency 
call, does not exceed 2 minutes and in the case of 
a non-emergency call, does not exceed 6 minutes. By 
1978, communications center delay time in cases of 
emergency calls should not exceed 1 minute and in 
cases· of non-emergency calls should not exceed 4 
minutes. 

Standard 23.1 makes related recommendations concerniing the telephone 
system. These standards are quoted in full in Appendix note 1. 

-10-.. 



field Inquiries--A substantial increase in the number of in
quiries made, a ~eduction in voice channel congestion, qnd experimental 
findings in transmitting dispatch messages via digital communications. 

Management Control Rep6rting--The availability of management 
control reports and resource allocation reports supporting such funda
mental changes as revisions in beat structure and'schedJles. 

System Efficiency--Achievement of desired characteri~tics of 
any computer-based information system. Such criteria (which are specified 
below) are in the 'areas of: 

(1) data capture 
(2) data processing and storage 
(3) report processing a~d 
(4) report analysis. 

Transferability--System characteristics and documentation , 
maximizing the potential value o( this system to cities other than San 
Francisco. 

Project Management--Fulfillment o,f commi tments, responsiveness 
to contingencies, and administrative control. 

2.2 &valuation Baseline 

To establish a baseline for a before/after impact comparison, 
the evaluator timed 50 cases of responses to high priority calls. This 
was done between the hours of 6: 00 p.m. and 1: 00 a .m. on three success'i ve 
evenings, Wednesday through Friday, May 29-31, 1974. 

The calls selected were either alarms or calls put through from 
the switchboard on red-buttoned telephone lines to the complaint area. 
The time period clocked \lIas between the arrival of the alarm (or the 
flashing of the red button) and a radio call indicating a unit (whether 
assigned or not) had arrived at. the scene. Only a fraction of eligible 
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calls were successfully timed, sihce some calls would overlap one being 
timed, some arriving units did not call in, and some cases were lost in 
the confusion. 

It is important to note that it was not a routine practice to 
trnasmit arrival times by radio (although prescribed by general order). 
The special steps taken to acquire arrival time data undoubtedly created 
an atypical situation, and this is a source of some deg~ee c:>f invalidity. 

The baseline data are reflected in the histogram in Figure 2-1. 
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The mean response time was 3 min~tes, 15 seconds. The median 
was such that there we~e as many cases over 3 minutes as there were under 
3 minutes. Raw timing data are listed in Note 2 of the Appendix to en
able statistical analysis in comparison with future operations. 

• • 

. . 

7 
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3.0 PROJECT EVALUATION 

Since it is·impossible to assess the operational value of a system 
that has not reached an operational status, the evaluation had to be 
made on the basis of the ~val~ator's judgment of its future capability 
and upon the functioning of the system in a test mode. 

This section presents a brief description of the new system, fol
lowed by four evaluation subsections: operational evaluation, system 
efficiency, transferabi lity and project management. 

3 .. 1' System Description 

Salient features of the designed system, which is entitled 
Computer-As'sisted Radio System {CARSL are presented here by means of 
excerpts from the design document prepared by the system contractor 
(Appendix Note 3) . 

3.1.1 Communications Functions 

The CARS System is designed to assist the Communica
tions Section (CS) in performing thei.r assigned responsibilities. This 
section briefly describes those functions of the Communications Section 
which CARS assists. No attempt is made to describe functions of the 
Communications Section \'/hich are outside the scope of the CARS System, 
~.g., s\'1itchboard operation, physical control of PIC radios. The fol
lowing functions of the Communications Section impact CARS operations: 

1. Receipt of Calls forService--The CS receives calls 
for service from citizens, police officers, and special agencies such 
as alarm companies. They record all calls, advise or refer citizens 
when appropriate and initiate dispatch of mobile units. 

2. Mobile Unit Dispatch/Status Control--The CS main
tains control of mobile patrol units associated with the nine companies 
and of selected traffic and crime prevention units. For these units, 
the dispatcher is responsible for maintaining unit status at all times 
and for making dispatch assignments. 

3. Mobile Unit Activity Recording--The CS is responsible 
-for maintaining a record of radio activity for all mobile units. 'This 
activity provides 1100se" status recording for all mobile units. 

-14-
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4. Mobile Unit 'Field Checks--The CS is responsible for 

making field checks requested by mobile units via the radio channels. 

5. r~obile Administrative Commlmications--The CS re .. 
lays messages from administrative units to mobile units. 

6. Interagency Communications--The CS controls inter
agency radio and teletype communications. 

7. Building Alarms--The CS monitors alarms from various 
points within the Hall of Justice. ' 

8. CABLE System Coordination--The CS sergeant is respon
sible for coordinating operation of the CABLE System \'1ith EDP. 

3.1.2 Communications Personnel 

Personnel occupying four types of positions are respon-
sible for performing CARS functions descdbed above. 

Complaint Telepho'ne Op~rator 
Primary Dispatcher 
Secondary Dispatcher 
Supervi sor 

This section briefly summarizes the functions and duties 
associated~\'Iith each of these positlons. A view of each type of console 
is included,' Figure 3-1 shows the overall layout of the new communica-
tions facility. ' 

Complaint Telephone Operator--The CARS System utilizes 
up to eight telephone complaint operators. These operators answer calls 
from citizens, police, and private agencies. They are responsible for 
entering data regarding complaints in the CARS terminals, adviSing citi
zens, making notifications when appropriate, and preparing mail-out 
noti ces. Figure 3-2 shm'ls a prel imi nary view of a C~RS Telephone Com

"plaint Console. 

Primal"Y 0; spatcher--Each CARS System primary di spatcher 
1s responsible for communication with mobile units assigned to his con
sole. All requests for dispatch of any of these units are relayed to 
the primary dispatcher. Figure 3-3 sho\';'s a preliminary vie\,1 of a CARS 
dispatch console. 

1,.,)",-

I~~. , Secondary Disp_atcJ1er--The CARS secondary dispatcher 
positions are used in periods of peak activity to assist the primary 
Gispatcher. The'secondary dispatcher's main responsibilities are PIC 
comlunications and providing assistance for field checks. This operator 
may supplement the primary di spatche," in blo addi tiona.l ways. He may 
elect to 'llonito!' all primary dispatcher output messages. In this way, 

~1:·' • 
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any such message may be responded to by the secondary disputcher. Al
ternatively~ he receives all messages directed to the primnry console 
when the primary dispatcher signs out for a break. The secondary dis
patcher uses the same type of console as the primary disputcher. 

Su~er~2or--The CARS System supervisor is responsible 
for supervision and control of the CARS system. He can at his dis
cretion take over the function of any CARS complaint or dispatch posi
tion, monitor any position, or monitor total system performQnce. The 
supervisor is also responsible for monitor'ing building alurrils and inter
agency radio communications. The supervisor monitors radio system 
status. His console has panels \1hich allo\'1 him to monitor m~ modify 
radio system status. The supervisor is responsible for coordinating 
CABLE system status. 

3.1.3 Design Highlights 
This section summarizes briefly a number of key concepts 

of ' the CARS computer assisted dispatch system. These paragraphs are of 
necessity incomplete. Their purpose is to highlight features of the CARS 
system and to stimulate discussion of ,these features. It also serves as 
a technical introduction to the detailed system description. The fol
lowing topics are highlighted in this sect~on: . 

Geographic Processing 
Duplicate Complaint Detection 
Beat Definitio.n 

" ' Hobile Unit Selection 
Mobile Unit Identification 
Mobile Unit Classes 
Duty Scheduling 
Periodic Status Checking 
Dispatcher Control 
Reliability 
Logging . 

Geo..9!..aphi c Process ing--The Computer Ass; sted Radio System 
(CARS) uses the report; ng a,1~ea as its basic geographi c unit. San Franci seo 
is divided into 296 reporting areas; Ec:ch CARS districtor beat is made 
up of a group of canplete reporting',.areqs. No reporting area i.s'split 
beb/een two beats or bet\'/een'two districts; A complaint isentel'ed in 
the CARS system with premise address, intetsection or common place. The 
CARS system determines the reporting area from t~e input. This reporting 
area is used in all CARS processing. 

Duplicate Complaint Detection--CARS automatically detects 
and screens complaints \'/hich are potential duplicates. For each reporting 
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area~ CARS has a list of "ndjacent" areas. One complaint is a potential 
duplicate of unothcr if the two complaints ,viera received within a speci
fied interval and are from the same or adjacent reporting Jreas. This 
technique is required to detect potential dupliciltcs when different ad
dresses are reported for complaints occurring on a repurting area or 
distl'ict boundi1ry. ~JJhen potentially duplicate cOI!1plaints are detected, 
the "neVI cOlllplJint is returned to the complaint operator \'lith a list of 
the potential duplicates. The operator must identify the duplicate call 
or indicate that the new complaint is not a duplicate. 

Beat Dcfinition--CARS supports dynamic beat structures. 
Within each district, be-ats may change as desired, either automatically 
or by dispatcher action. CARS allows 93 different beat patterns to be 
defined. Normally only a few would be used. Beat patterns and the times 
when each pattern is used are entered on-line. Beats are specified to 
the CARS system by specifying in order of preference the mobile units 
that normally service calls occurring in each reporting area. Each re
porting area has its own definitions, one for each beat pattern used. 

Unit Selection--The units suggested for dispatch are 
selected using the mobile units assignments described above. Units off 
duty or out of service are eliminated 'from consideration. The remaining 
units are passed to a user-defined unit selection routine. This routine 
modifies the list according to any special department requirements. The 
resulting list is presented to the dispatcher for his selection. 

Mobile Unit Identification--Mobile units are identified 
by a mobile unit identification of tvJO to six alpha-numeric characters. 
The fi rst character- of the i dentin ctltion must identify the di sp~~tch 
group to which the unit belongs. Dispatch groups include the nine dis
tricts, headquarters, crime prevention com~anies, and traffic. Each dis
patch group is assigned to one dispatcher. 

Mobile Unit Class_es--CARS distinguishes two types of 
mobile units, controlled units and serviced units. Controlled units 
must maintain accurate status reporting \</ith the communications section 
at all times and when in-se\'vice may be assigned to complaints by commu
nications personnel. CARS provides duty scheduling and periodic status 
checking for controlled units. CARS mobile unit status summary shows 
only controlled units. Only controlled units· are suggested for dispatch 
by CARS. 

Mobile units which do not maintain accurate status with 
comnunications are considered "serviced" units by CARS. CARS maintains 
accurate records of communications with these units but does not provide 
duty scheduling status checking or status display. 

. Records of recent communications \,/ith a serviced mobile 
unit are available from CARS. These records provide "loose" status 
recording for the serviced units. 
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Either controlled or serviced units may be aSSigned to 
a complaint. When a serviced unit is Dssigned to a call? it becomes 
tenpora~L:!x controlled. The unit must report "10-8 11 and is subject to 
periodic status checking until he does so. 

. 'D~_t.'[, Schq~_l:!.lLnJl--CARS rna i nta ins records of the time at 
WhlCh controlled mobile units are scheduled to go on and off duty. These 
'records are maintained on a weekly basis with an independent schedule 
for each day of the week. The schedules are permanent in nature. Once 
entered, a schedule for a given day is used e'ach week until modified. 
When due on duty, a unit is automatically made "10-7" and scheduled for 
periodic status checking as described below. When scheduled off duty, 
the'unit is eliminated from suggested assignments and s~heduled for 
status checking. 

Periodic Status Checking--CARS provides periodic status 
checking to enhance officer safety and 10 improve quality of status in-

,formation. Status checking takes place as a low priority activity when 
dispatchers are not otherwise oc~upied. Status checking assures that 
controlled mobile units have radio contact with communications at regulnr 
intervals. 'If CARS hns no record of ~ontact with a controlled unit in 
the specified interval, the dispatcher responsible for that unit is 
notified of this fact. Dispatchers are also notified when mobile units 
are due on or: off duty. 

Di spa tetter Conttol--As descri bed above, each mobil e unit 
will be a part of one dispatch group based on the leading characters of 
its mobile unit 1D. All the mobile units in a '~""oup an: assigned to one 
dispatch console; e.g., all I'CP" units, all "KI1 units, and all "C" units. 
The mobile units are dispatched only from that console. When a high 
priority call requires that a unit be assi~ned across dispatcher boun
daries, CARS transfers the dispatch record to the proper dispatcher fol' 
action. Assignment of dispatch groups to consoles may be changed dynamically 
from the supervisor's console. 

Reliabilit.,l--A high level of reliability is requ'ired for 
all CARS computer components. A concerted effort is required to improve 
and maintain CAGLE reliability and response times if the CARS p,ogram is 
to be successful. However, no computer system '1 s complete wi thout pro
cedures for recovery from system failure and for operations without the 
computer system. The CARS system provides these services for total system 
reliability_ 

. 'ManualOperati~l--The CARS project maintains the ability 
to operate \'lithout computer assistance. Each complaint position main
tains a time stamp and a supply of C-R slips to be used when the computer 
system is down. A conveyor is provided to transport C-R slips. Each 
dispatch console is equipped with a time stamp and a card minder to main
tain mobile unit status. 

System Recovery--The CABLE' moni tor provi des suffi ci ent 
sofb</at'e capability to reliably store and maintain CARS system data. 
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These capabilitie; include protecting the CARS system from los~ of in
complete transactions and providing long-term file recovery. 

~stcm laiJ.I:!!.~ Prot0cti on--The cri ~i ca 1 peri ad fo~ a 
real-time system such JS C!\I<S is immediately follovnng a system fc111ure. 
A decision ~'Ihether to switch to manual mode must be made. Once the 
decision has been reached, nlobile unit and complaint status must be 
transferred to the manua 1 sys tcm promptly and accuI'ately. Tile CARS sys
tem design must facilitate this procedure and must minimize the chance of 
losing a complaint or mobile unit status chanye due to this action. 
CARS maintains a continuous hard-copy log of primary CARS transactions 
together with periodic status summaries to facilitate this transition. 
This log is printed on a terminal in the radio room. At a specified 
interval, the ID of each unit that is 10-8, a list of backlogged calls, 
and a summary of controlled units out of service are printed for each 
dispatcher. In addition, each new complaint is logged as received. The 
most recent summary with the log of any new complaints ;s distributed 
to the dispatchers when the decision to switch to manual mode is made. 
The dispatcher transfers this data to his card minder to begin manual 
operations. 

, , 

LO[g_i~l9_--r1aintaining an accurate log of communications 
activity is a basic CARS function. Each radio transmission results in 
a corresponding CARS or CABLE transaction which satisfies FCC logging 
requirements and ptovides a permanent record for the department. All 
complaint activ'ity is also logged for department records. 

The ex~sting CABLE transaction lG~s provide records of 
CABLE inquiries and their responses. The INQID field is used to identify 
the mobile unit requesting the check. With suitable retention of the 
relevant records, this log satisfies FCC and depattment requirements. 

Each CARS transaction results in an entry in the CARS 
C-R log. Each such entry contains the date, time, unit, CARS terminal, 
entry type, and text. These data satisfy FCC and department require
ments. It is available on-line for 48 hours and subsequently in batch 
mode. Summary data will be printed daily with detailed data on request. 

3.1.4 System 'Interfaces 

CARS ~s a part of the CABLE System and has interfaces 
with other parts of that system. The five CARS interfaces with other 
CABLE applications are as follows: 

1. Incident Case System--CARS provides major inputs 
to the incident system, shares files with it, and utilizes its inquiry 
capabil i ti es. 

2. Dispatch Ticket System--CARS provides automatic 
input to the dispatch ticket system. 
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3. Police Personnel System--C~RS provides complaint 
activity data for the personnel system. 

'4. Field Support Module--The CARS system provides 
simplif'ied formats for bas'ic field support functions and makes them 
available fl'om mobile cOl1lnwnicat'jons terminals. 

5. Administrative Message Support--The CARS system pro
vi des direct admi ni s trat i ve mess,llge switchi n9 to and between 1110bil e units. 

Incident Case System Interface--The Incident Case System 
and the CARS system are closely ~elated. The incident system is used to 
store a history of each complaint. In addition, this history becomes a 
permanent part of the incident report if one;s f'iled. To facilitate 
implementation of this feature, each complaint has a case number "re
served" when the c,omplaint is ~'eceived. If the. case number is not re
quested during, at the end of, or following the processing of the com
plaint, it \'/i 11 be retui'ned for reassignment in a few days \'Ihen the 
complaint data are putged. This will result in incident numbers not 
being assigned in strictly chronolog;~al sequence. 

Th~ use of the incident system to store CARS system 
makes all incident system inquiries available for tetrieval of CARS 
c omp 1 a i n t data. 

pi sp_~l.~h Ti cket SL:~tem_rnterface--At the c?nc 1 us i on of 
each complaint, the C/\RS system \'I,nl make an elltry in the d1spatch 
ticket file. This automatic entry will replace use of the EDT transac
tion. EDT will be used only to capture the dispatch data for periods 
when the CARS system is down. All dispatch ticket system reports 
(daily activity, cross-beat, etc.) will function without modification. 

Police Personnel SYstem Interface--CARS will provide 
inputs to the Police Personnel Systeln concerning complaint activity by 
officer. An index will be provided which will show the units and star 
numbers of officers ansVler;~g complaints. 

3.1.5 Trahsaction Summary 

Inquiry Functions 

Transaction 

Query Unit Status Summary 
Query Complaint Status Summary 
Query Supervisor 
Monitor Terminal Activity 
Monitor Unit Status Summary 
Monitor Complaint Status Summary 
Query Complaint Summary 
Query Incident,Report 
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Query I.ncident Summary 
Query Incid2nt Location 
Query Unit History 

Complaint Functions 

Enter Complaint 

'DisQatch Functions 

Di spatch Un it 
Hold Complaint 
Select Complaint 
Redirect Complaint 
Recall Complaint 
Unit In Service (10-8) 
Prempt Complaint 
Unit on Scene 
Assign Assisting Unit 
Exchange Units 
Self Init'iated Dispatch" 
Assign Incident Number 
Set Abnomal Status 
Change Radio Code 
Record Radio Transmissi~n 
Record Emergency.Message 
Unit'on prc Radio 
Unit Return to Car 
Order Tm'l 
Transport Subject/Change Location 
Arrive with S~bject 

. -10-7 

Mobile Unit Functions 

Name Check 
Registration Check (Plate) 
Registration Check (VIN) 
Hot Check (Plate) 

,Hot Check (VIN) 

. System Status Functi ons 

Logon Mobile Unit 
Log on Operator 
Establish/Clear Cover Unit 
Establish Geat Pattern 
Establish Dispatch Group 
Reset System 
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sy~t~m Maintc~ance Functions 

Enter Reporting Area 
Clear Reporting Area 
Query Reporting Area 
Enter Unit Schedule 
Clear Unit Schedule 
Query Unit Schedule 

3.2 'Op~rational Evaluation 

3.2.1 System Characteristics 

The ,system was found to have the following characteris
tics which clearly support its potential achievement of operational objec
tives,: 

Communications Section Operations 

The Department has issued a general order, establish
ing maximull1 "stacking" time for lower priOl~ity calls 
for servi ce and, of course, requiri ng immedi ate re-, 
sponse to high priority calls. Delay of 10 minutes 
fo~ medium priority'calls and 30 minutes fo~ lowest 
priority call's is allowed. ~:hi1e'Standard S.l of 
the National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice 
Standards and Goals recommends a maximum of 20 minutes, 
such a maxi~um is debatable. 
The present system handles "hot" c~lls \'1ithin the 
Communications Section in less than 2 minutes and it 
appears that the proposed syst~m will be able to 
handle calls in less tha~ 1 minute, consistent with 
Standard 23.2. 

• The telephone system is the most modern available and 
fully consistent with Standard 23.1. It assures that 
emergency calls are handl ed with essenti ally no de
lay, and all other calls are handled strictly in ac
cordance with the priority of the'ir arrival. 

.. 

The system provides for rapid verification of the 
existence of addresses and other locations likely to 
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be reported by a caller. !t will facilitate the 
acquisition of accurate location information v/hile 

the caller is still on the line. 
The system supplements location information given by 
the caller with other information available in its 
records, particularly the cross, streets associated 
with an address. It has'the capability also of pro
viding additional information, such as danger poten
tial associated with a location to which an officer 

i~ being dispatched. 
• The system has a capability of reporting the exis-

tence of other calls whi ch may refer to the same 
incident (this is extremely important and must be 
fully tested in aD operational mode). 

• The support provided to dispatchers appears to enable 

the dispatch2f to operate in a more 
than has been possible jn the past. 
it appears that dispatchers will be 
delay serv;c;'nglm'/ priorit.y calls 
units available for rapid response 

ca 11 s. 

orderly manner 
Speci fi ca 11 y , 

able to carefully 
in order to keep 
to, hi gh pJ"i ori ty 

The capability of the'lijurisdiction" of each dispatcher 
position to be modified appears to be of substantial 
value in the event of a future unusual occurrence 
that might generate an extremely large workload in 
one segment of the city. In fact, the flexibility 
of the system appears to hold great promise for 
valuable support in the case of major emergencies 
(but these features must be operationally tested and 

trai~ing exercises must be held). 
• The system provides for means of supervisory monitoring 

of all functions of the communications center, which 
will be valuable from the point of view of training 
and motivation in the normal mode, and for positive 
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assistance required in a case of major incidents 
requiring resource reallocations or other major 
cha,nges beyond the authority of the dispatcher. 

Field Inquiries 
Mobile digital terminals do, in fact, reduce conges
tion and expedite field checks. Further, they re
duce distractions presently being experienced by 
dispatchers V/ho must handle the inquiry case load. 
A question of cost/effectiveness is something that 
merits further consideration. 

Management Control ReportiDR 
The capability 'of the system to serve as input to 
manageme~t control reports is of great potential 

value. 
CAD has the potential of automatically ass:gning 
incident numbers to establish a permanent linkage 
between dispatch records and resulting incident re

ports. 
The inci,dent/case subsy~tem (which provides for fu~l 
automation of incident'reporting pa'perwork) has been 
designed so that inform~tion generated at the time a 
complaint is taken and a dispatch made can be auto
matically included as ~ perm~nent part of the inci
dent report. This will fa~ilitate management review, 
as well as 'simplify documentation of the chronological 
record of handling of incidents. It will, generate 
LEMRAS inputs routinely, making it necessary for manual 
record creation only when CAD is not functioning, which 
~ill not only make it cost/effective to generate a 
wide range of management reports but also will greatly 

improve data accuracy. 

3.3' 'System Efficiency 

The follo~ing is ~n evaluation of'the CAO system from the point 
of view of efficie~cy criteria in the following areas: data capture, data" 
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data processing and storage, report processi~g, and report analysis. 

3.3,1 Data Capture 

The nature of police work requires the capture and docu
mentation of voluminous data. By acquiring some data of manageme'nt in
terest, while collecting data required by la ... l, the potential for manage
ment analysis exists. The large volume of transactions, however, had 
led to efforts to minimize capture of data thought not to be necessary. 
Sometimes special reports are added to nonnal report re.qui\~ements to 
satisfy a current felt management need. These processes lead most large 
organizations to conclude that data capturing functions are in need of 
review. The implementation of a major management data system, as in 
CAD, presents the opportunity to.make improvements. 

Criteri'a -----
The quality of the data capture function is determined 

by the extent to which it meets the following criteria: 
Elements of data needed are, in fact, captured. 
Data capture is accomplished by the agent {officer 
or. othen'Ji 5e Y bes t informed to assure accuracy. 
If data are captured by an officer, collection and 
recording methods are mos~ effectiVe for him, in
terfering least with his other professional respon
sib i 1 i ties. 
Once the Deparw1ent has captured an element of data 

. it should never have to recapture the same data. 
Evaluation 
• The system is thoroughly designed such that the need 

for data is well established. 

.. 

The prescnt method of entering dispatch-related data 
into themanag~nent repo~ting system is to have 
cadets keypunch such data. The quality has been ex
tremely low and it is an illustration of the i~por
tance of having data captured by the best informed 

.and best motivated individual from the point of vie\'1 
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of accuracy. The CAD system provides that'once the 
complaint taker validates and enters the data, the 
data capture will serve all subsequent needs. 

, This system reduces. recapture of data to a minimum, 
especidlly when it is linked to the incident/case 
system. 

3.3.2 Data Processing and Storage 

A common situation finds several units within a department, 
each with different, partially complete records containing, to a vatying 
extent, the same data elements. Operations on such data to compute sta-. 
tistics lead to differing answers, and many other confusing and costly 
results are obtained. A new management information system should minimize 
the ineffic~encies of most existin~ systems. 

. Criteria 

The quality of the data p~ocessing and storage functions 
is determined by the extent to which they meet the following criteria: 

Captured da ta elements are .processed through error 
'. , 

checking procedures to detect errors and initiate 
required corrective action. 
Data elements are stored in records designed with 
adequate consideration to reporting and retrieval 
needs and to storage costs . 
Data records are stored under conditions of adequate 
security, considering both importance and·. confiden
tial"ity of data. 

Evaluation 
Error checking procedures appear adequate. 

• Operational system tests will very likely id~ntifY 
the need for refinement, The data recording approach' 
was designed in relation to planned usage both in 
operational reports and management reports. 

•. Security arrangements are fou·nd to be typical of 
those available in connection with integrated data 
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, 
processing activities. If & dedicated law enforce-
ment compute~ system could otherwise be justified, 
arrangements could be made for system security to 

be markedly improved. 

3.3.3 neporting Processing 

Conventional reporting systems often transmit to the 

supposed user more data than he needs, in a 'fOl~m requiring translation 
or i ntetpretati on, and \,Iith a timi n9 that is unsati sfactory. It is 
usually considered late. Noting that data is collected, in the first 
place, for one or mote user~, the report proce~sing function of a 
management infonnation system is especially ctitical. 

. Criteria 
The quality of the report processing function is deter-

mined by the extent to which it meets 'the following criteria:: 
Case and incident reports are promptly transmitted 
to all users, following legal and/or management 
prescribed distribution rules, in the formes) most 

usefu 1 to the., user( s) . 
Department management and supervision are provided 
with information ~elected as to their specific area 
of interest, on a timely basis, and containing in
formation likely to support selected mQnagement 

decision processes. 
Where comparisons of data or calculations on data 
are needed, they are made in accordance with pre
scribed rules, and to the extent possible made by 

machine processing. 
Users of the management information system are pro-
Vided automatically nonroutine or exception reports 
alerting them to important conditions or facts in 

accordance with prescribed rules. 
, . Eva 1 uation 

• 

The computer system outputs planned for complaint 
takers, dispatchers, the communications supervisor, 
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and, ultimately, field"officers using mobile digital 
terminals have been thoroughly designed from the point 
of view of user needs. 

~ Management reporting outputs were designed as a 
part of other CABLE projects. Since expensive 
methods have had to be employed to generate inputs, 
little opportunity has existed to test the quality 
and usefulness of such reports. 

3.3.4 Report Analysis 

One of the lessons learned from experience in the imple
mentation of modern man'agement' information system is that expectations 
are often too high. That is, expectations concerning the automated por
tion of such systems were exaggerated! The collection, proce~sing, 
storage, reporting and analysis of data reuiqres a man-machine system. 

/ 

The purposes served by the automated system in CABLE 
will be served incompletely un'less a human report analysis capability 
is implemented. 

Criteri a 
The quality of the report analysis function is deter

• . mined by the extent to \'/hich it meets the follovling criteria:' 

• Analytical capability is built into the automated 
subsystem to the maximum extent as determi ned by , 
management's ability to prescribe rules and pro
cedures which npply routinelj. 

0' Officials are provided with staff support sufficient 
to perform analyses necessary for decision making 
but beyond that perfonned by the computer. 
Computer system maintenance andupg~ading are pro
vided for, based on adequacy of computer-oriented 
support and "feedback" from management users and 
the analytical support staff. 

o "The analytical support staff facilitates the pro
vision of "completed staff \·/ork" to department 
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officials, i.e., recommendations for action are 
provided concurrently with reported information. 

Evaluation ----
The autom~ted subsystem appears to contain those 
analytical capabilities appropriate for satisfactory 
handling of the normal dispatching function. After 
gaining experience with the current system, many' , 
innovations \'Iould be possible. Examples might be 
grestorage of dispatching rules for road blocks and 
intercept strategies in the case of robberies at 
well-known risk locations •. Another example would be 
special analysis foreseen to be needed in conjunction 
with unusual occurrences. 
there has been su~h an exten~ive delay in: bringing 
the CAD to operational status, very little has been 
done in the highly important function of 5upel"visin'g 
resource reallocation potentials createu by CAD (as 
designed) and. of the management analysis of resulting 
control information. The computer system should be 
considered merely a component of a system, the most 
important elements of which are decision makers. To 
the extent that CAD will support management review, 
resource reallocation, and unusual occurrence handling, 
the many nonmechaniz.ed policies, procedures and re
sou~ce arrangements have yet to be developed. This 
is a deficiency that should be overcome concurrently 
wi~h efforts to enhance computer system 'response 
time to enable activation of the computer support to 
complaint taking and dispatching. 

3.4 Transferability 

From the point of view of documentation of system designs and 
programs, tl',e transferability of this system is very good. Since it was 
necessary to util ize existing city/county computer hard\'1are and 
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operating systems, highly unique system elemE:nt~ \,/i11 make transfer dif~ 

ficult. 

3.5 Project Manag~mcnt 

This project was managed in an excellent manner. Most of the 
effort was based on a contracted activity in which the bidding involved 
carefully determined specifications. Arrang~ments were m~de to complete 
an acceptance testing procedure handled primarily by representGtives of 
the 'Department of Elect.ricity. The Police Department, key members of 
which have become increasingly well-versed in the capabilities cif com
puter-based system$ and in techniques of projeGt management, were par
t; cul ariy effecti ve in worki ng v/ith the contractor', the Department of 
Electricity, and other participants on this project. 

For reasons this evaluator could not determine, problems de
veloped' having the effect of providing inadequate support of the city/ 
county data processing requirements, both hardware capabilities, machine 
time for testing, and system/programmer support. There was no evidence 

. available to this evaluator that City/County Data Processing personnel 
were less than fully cooperative. The problem seems to reflect an in
herent difficulty of bringing to bear adequate data proce:,sing capa
bilities within a government agency that must meet demands from a variety 
of city/county activities.' Stili, the support was inadequate, the data 
hardware and operating system performance does not support CAD, and 
there is some indication that City/County Data Processing does not as
sign this system a high priority for City-funded support in the future. 
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4.0 COflCLUSIONS AND RECQtljj"ENDATIONS 

4.1 'Conclusions 
4.1.1 Evaluation 

Operationa.l Impact 
The communications center is fully operational and is 

reportedly operating substantially to the satisfaction of the Department 
of El ectri c ity and the Po l·j ce Department. The computer-ai ded di spatchi n9 
fUnction is not operational because the City/County hal"dware and operating 
system cannot provide the required response time. For this reason, it 
is ,impossible to evaluate actual or even potential operational impact in 
terms of overall response time between a call for service and the arrival 
of a unit on the scene of a high priority incident. An analysis of system 
capabilities indicates that the system is likely to have significarit 
operational impacts, not that response time will be reduced significantly, 
for it is already quite fast, but that the total dispatching operations 
will be h(lndled more efficiently with implementation of the proposed 
system. 

Fie 1 cI I no LJ i tie s " . , 

A large number of field inquiries were made using mobile 
digital terminals. Accordingly, a certain amount of radio congestion 
was avoided, but this has not been a problem in San Francisco. A 
certain amount of distraction, which radio inquiries cause to dispatchers, 
was avoided. 

Management Control Reporting, 

No benefits were achieved in relation to management con
trol reporting because the system could not be made operational. The 

'potentiul ;s great. 

System Efficiency 

The proposed computer-based information system rated 
very high in relation to criteria for system efficiency. 

Project ManaQement 

Project management was handled in an excellent manner. 
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It \'I~s, hO\'Jever, inadequate to aSSUl"'e the availability of city/county 
data processing hardware, software, and personnel requirements. 

4. '1.2 .!!w2ortance of Response'Time 

Response Time Stud~ 

In the "baseline" study, timing of 50 cases of "hot" 
calls during peak evening hours, disclosed t~at response time averaged 
3 minutes 15 seconds. The range is indicated by the fact that 25 per
cent were over 4 minutes and 12.5 percent wer~ over 5 m~nutes. The 
longer duration calls were linked to congestion in the system caused 
by many concurrent high, medium and 10\'1 priority calls. While this 
speed may be surprising to melny, it remains unsatisfactory from several 
points of view, including compar{son with recently published Standards. 

Coping with Congesti6n 

Congestion durirg peak service hours is responsible for 
, 

critical operational problems. One can identify a range of theoretical 
solutions: (1) a large number of field units; (2) a policy of indefinite 
delays in servicing 10,\'1 priority calls; and (3) a balancing of reasonable 
service in the lovl priority area \·!ith rapi~ serVicing of "hot" calls, 
both with limited field resources. Clearly, the third solution ;s the 
only practical one, but it is difficult to achieve. 

Computer Assiste~erat;ons 

Optimal performance within the Communcations Section 
can be achieved only when constantly updated iriformation is conveniently 
available to Section operators, and \"hen they can easily change such in
formation as they make decisions. When the computer system becomes 
operational, it can serve as a continuously evolving inventory of such 
information. With such a system~ clerks can divert duplicative calls 
and improye the accuracy of incident locatiori data. More importantly, 
the system can provide for a mOl'e orderly and controlled process of 
stacking and serVicing of calls. To carry out this process of optimal 
use of field resour~es, operators must conduct a continuing dialogue with 
the computer system~ Such an orderly operation could facilitate higher 
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level reSolltce allocation decisions: redeplo~ment, activation 'of extra 
units, calls back to victims to explain legitimate delays, closer super
vi s i on of ava i1 ab 1 e uni ts, and early warni ng of impendi ng extt~ordi nary 
conditions. All of these services assume the ability to constantly use 
the system without delays in individual transactions. 

'Machi~j)el~y Analysis 

The number of complaints serviced during a 24-hour 
period varies widely, but has been estimated to average ·at least 800. 
A min~mum of 2 transactions on the computer system are requited to sup
port each complaint. Being realistic, in roughly 15 percent of the 
cases the number of transactions vlill be 3 or 4. Also, where there is 
stacking during peak periods affecting, say 30 percent of all calls, 
the dispatchers will add about 3 more transactions per complaint. Hence, 
we might estimate the uaily transaction count as 2,500. If, for example, 
10 seconds could be reduced from the machine response time, 7 man-hours 
of waiting time could be avoided each day. That doe~ not account for 
additionill delays caused by queues and the interaction of such congested 
messages with demands placed on the computer system by nonpolice appli
cations. All such delays increase the overall response time of the 
police to the public. 

Critical Human Factors 

Delays in man-machine systems create human-factor prob-' 
lems that might prove more serious than lost man-hours. The machine 
response time deficiencies will interact disadv~ntageously with certain 
human physiological and psychological characteri~tics. At a minimum, 
this will substantially add delay to the system. It could cause chaotic 

. system failures. Such failures would be most likely to happen under 
conditions of stress--at precisely the worst time. Notes 4 through 11 
in the Appendix briefly summarized research results that constitute 
fair warning of the potential impact of problems of attention span, 
distractions, vigilance, confusion and stress involving the people in the 
system. 
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4.2 B,ecoll1l11cndations 

. '~stell1 Activation 

The CAD system is an excellent example of one of several com
puter-assisted dispatch systems being implemented in major cities in 
the United States. It should be made fully operational. Considera-
tion should be given to achieving this through one of two means: (1) 
improving the integrated hardware and operating system within the cur
rent city/county data processing organization to the point ~/here ade
quate service can be provided; or (2) acquiring a separate computer 
hardv/are and operati ng system capabi 1 i ty for 1 aw enforcement and ac
tivating CAD on such a system. Despite the continued efforts of City/ 
County Data Processing over the past 5 years, they have not been able to 
p~ovide needed support to the Police ~epartment. Both departll1~nts'should 
examine the alternatives, giving due weight to potential imp~ovements 
in service, security and cost afforded by recent developments in the 
mini-computer industry. 

Thorough Evaluation 

To be consistent \<Jith one of LEAA's responsibilities, arrange
ments should be made for a careful evaluation of the implemented system. 
The only \'1ay this can be achieved is to support a schedule and plan for 
evaluation which will enable the evaluation to be designed before the 
system is finally implemented, and will enable the evaluation to be 
completed after the system is operational. Consideration should be 
given to arranging for the design of the ·2valuation by one qualified con
tractor (independent of the City/County Dr San Francisco), for data col
lection to be accomplished primarily by the City/County and, finally, 
completion of the evaluation by yet another contractor. Such an approach 
would provide for independence and professionalism im the evaluation. 

It is recomnended that the Department assi~n units equipped 
with mobile digital terminals to selected districts. leaving comparable 
districts without them, and collect data for comparisons, such as: 
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Inquiry volume 
Traffic warrants served 
Revenue associated with warrants 
Stolen cars recovered 
Radio congest)on 

Such comparisons would help answer an important question: 
Given the attractive features of the mobile terminal, how can the cost 
be justified? 

Data System Development Reguirements 

While there is substantial evidence of cooperation by City/County 
Data Processing on this project, as well as on other components of the 
CARLE program, experience here seems consistent with rather widespread 
experience indicating the great difficulty agencies have in fulfilling 
commitments made by 'data processing organizations. They seem'to be able 
to justify their activities when they fail to meet schedules, fail to 

I 

meet comnitment~ as to such things as machine time, fail to provide an 
adequate hard0are/operating systenl, and fail to arrange for training and 
moti ViA -::i on of the; r o~'m personne l' to take over necessary progra.mming de-
tails and system maintenance responsibilities. 

LEAA shoul d consi der thi s fact when fundi,ng computer-system 
projects, attempting to assure adequate planning and funding of addi
tional data processing capabilities or alternative sources of such ser
vices. This is not an indictment of data processing personnel; it is 
a comnent on the incompleteness of funding coverage. Major systems, such 
as CAD, put stresses on the resources of multiple departments within 
government--in this case the Department of Electricity and Data Pro
cessing, as well as the Police Department. 

" General 

This project has been exceelent in most of its aspects. Its 
shortcomings merely add further evidence to support a recommendation 
often given to LEAA:'-\-/here innovation is inVolved, LEAA should fund 
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fewer, larger programs, with adequate provisibn for evaluation: 
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APPENDIX A: NOTES 

1. Standards 8.1,23.1 and 23.2 recommended by the National Advisory Com
mittee on Criminol Justice Standards an~ Goals are quoted, for refer
~ncc, as follow5: 

ST/iJlDNm 8.1 EST (\f~USHI NG TilE ROLE OF THE PATROL OFFI CER ----- . 

EVery police chief exocutive immed~ately ~hould develop written. 
policy that defines the role of the patrol offlcer, and should establlsh 
operational objactives and priorities that reflect the most effective 
use of the patrol officer in reducing crime. 

1. Every police chief executive should acknowledge that the 
patrol off'ieer is the agency's pr'imary element for the deliverance of 
police services and prevention of criminal activity. 

2. Every police chief executive should insure maximum efficiency 
in the deliverance of patrol services by setting out in "witten policy 
the objectives and priorities governing these services. This policy: 

a. Should insure tfint resources are concentrated on funda
mental police duties; 

b. Should insure that patrol officers are engaged in tasks 
that are related to the police function; 

c. Should require immediate. response to incidents where there 
;s an immcdiQte threat to the safety of an individual, a' cl~ime, in 
progress> or a crime committed ()nd the apprehension of the suspected , 
offender is likely. Urban area response time--from the time a call is 
dispatched to the arrival at the scene--under normal conditions should 
not exceed three minutes for emergency calls, and 20 minutes for non
emergency c(l11 s; 

d. Should ~nphasize the need for preventive. patrol to reduc~ 
the opportunity fat criminal activity; and. . 

e. Shou 1 d provi de a procedure fO,r acceptl ng reports of cnm
inal incidents not requiring a field investigation. 

3. Every police chief executive should insure that nll elements 
of the u£jcncy, especially the patrol and communications elements, know 
the priority placed upon each request for police service. .. 

4. Every police chief executive should implement a publlC lnfor
mation progl'wll to inforlll the community of the agency1s policies re
garding the deliverance of police service. This progl~am should include 
provisions to involve citizens in crime prevention activities. 

STANDARD 23.1 POLICE USE OF THE TELEPHONE SYSTEM 

Every police agency should develop as a subsystem of its overall 
communications system a telephone communications component designed to 
reduce ct'iml';! through rapid and accurate communicatiofl \"lith the public. 
This design may require an upgraded physicul plant and supportive equip
ment, and~pr'occdurcs to shoreen the time of the internal message handling. 

1. Every police aCJency should imnediately imp1t?lllent a full-time 
telephone service sufficient to provide prompt answerlng of calls for 
service. 

a. Emergency tel~phone calls should be answered wit~in.30 
seconds, llnd nonemel'ganey te"lephone calls should be alls"Jered wlthln 60 
seconds. 

b. Procedures shou 1 d be adoptc"d 
pol icc response to t,clcphonic requests for 
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to control the quality of 
service and information. 

I ' 

2. Every police agency should imlllediate1y install a sufficient 
number of emergency trunk lines, in Qddition to and separate from 
business trunk lines, to insure that an emergency caller will not re
ceive a busy sign()l during normal periods of peak act'ivity, excluding 
catastrophic or unusual occurrences. 

3. Evel~y police agency should irnmediately insure that any mis
directed emergency telephone call fOI' police, fire, or other emergency 
service is promptly accepted ~nd that information obtained from such 
calls ;s immediately relayed to the appropriate public safety emer
gency agency. 

4. Every police agency v/ith a fUll-time telephone service should, 
by 1976, acquil"e and operate fail-safe recording equipl11Ent thut \'/ill 
allow endless or continuous recording of all incoming complaint calls 
and instantaneous playback of those calls. 

5. Every police agency v/ith full-time telerhone service should, 
by 1982, operate that service from facilities designed to be reasonably 
secure .from physic'al attack and sabotage. This security should extend 
to overhead telephone trunk line drop-wires running between aerial 
cables and the full-time telephone service facility. 

6. Every police agency should, by 1982, obtain single universal 
emergency t~lephone service, and the cost of such service should be 
borne by the private telephone subscriber. 

7~ Pilot Automatic Number Identification Universal Emergency 
Telephone Systems should be inst~lled to assess technical feasibility, 
cost-effectiveness for police, and public acceptance. 

STAND.l\RD 23.2 COr,ji'll\ND ,AND CONTROL OPERATIONS 

Every police agency should acknowledge that the speed with which' 
it can communicate "lith field units is critical; that it affccts the 
success of agency ~efforts to pl~eserve 1 He and property; and that it 
increases the potential fot' immediate apprehension of criminal suspects. 
Therefore, a rapid and accurate cOl11munications capability should be 
developed. 

1. Every pol ice agency should immediately install a 24-hour bm
way radio capability providing continuous communication between,a COIll

munications center and field units. Agencies too small to maintain a 
full-time communications center should immediately arrange for that 
service to be provided by the nearest full-time communications center 
of a nei~hboring public safety emergency agency or a public safety 
emergency agency operated by the next highest political subdivision in 
the State. 

2. Every police chief executive should innnediately insure that 
delay time-~the elapsed time between receipt of a complaint emergency 
call and the time of message radio transmission--in the case of an 
emergency ca 11 'does not exceed two mi nutes ,and in the case of a non
emergency call, does not exceed six minutes. By 1978, communications 
center delay time in cases of emergency calls should not exceed one 
minute and in cases of nonemergency calls should not exceed four minutes. 
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3. Every agency should, by 1975, acquire and operate fail-safe 
recording equipment which will allow continuous recording of every radio 
transmission and recording equipment designed to allow instantaneous 
playback of field unit rarlio transmission. 

4. Every police. agency ::;hould immediately seek action by the 
appropriate legislative or regulatory body to regulate private agencies 
that provide central-station alarm service. Appropriate steps should 
be taken to minimize field-unit response to the location of any alarm 
not caused by a criminal attack. 

5. Every agcncy op~ruti ng a full-time communi cn ti ons center and 
employing 15 or more persons should, by 19~5, install suitable equip
ment to provide access to local, State, and Fedel~al criminal justice 
information systems. The minimum suitable equi~ment should be a tele
typewriter capnble of being connected to a data base. 

6. Every police agency having a full-time cOITh11unications center 
should, by 1978, operate from facilities designed to be reasonably 
secure frqm physical attack and sabotage. 

2. The following are actual response times (in seconds) for the 50 
cases of responses to hot calls aiscussed in section 2.3~ 225, 290, 
11~, 103, 63, 164, 101, 190, 75, 191, 84, 332, 180, 92, 70, 92, 
258, 386, 105, 240, 185, 224, 243, 185, 245, 375, 105, 240, 245, 
308, 160, 93, 137, 379, 171, 537, 240, 290, 210, 210, 150, 162, , 

'205, 145, 172, 15, 101, 102, 145, 397. 

3. Computer .l\ssisted Rudio System (CARS) Detai1ed Design, by PRC/SSDC, 
Inc., 197tl. 

4. Hobbs, L.C. and Richard A, r,1cLaughlin; "Minicomputer Survey," 
Datamation, July 1974. This compares results of surveys conducted 
1il-1969:19'11 and 1974. Several machines met the predicted cost 
reduction of 20 percent per year beb/een 197'1 and 1974. Other 
evident trends: higher system performance, increase of micro
programning techniques, new types of peripherals and terminals, 
complex software, and others. 

5. Barmack, J.E. ~ and H.H. Senaik~, 1966, Human F~_ctors in Computer-, 
Gen~rated C:)JUJhic o;S~lays, Arlington', VA, Institute for Defense 
Ai1alysis, Study 234, /-\0 636 170) A number of improvements in ex
isting man-l11achine systems \'iere found to be required. Included was 
reduct; on in di spl ay response-time 1 a9 .. 

6. DeGreene, Kenyon B., ~5_:tems Ps~hol ogy, 1970 t McGra\'1-Hi 11, New York, 
p. 461. Research has shown thnt hUlllan performance has characteris
tics important to system des;qn .. People have relatively short at
tent.ion spans, tend to become bored \oJith repetitive tasks, function 

'largely on the basis of differences in stimuli (including distrac
tions While waiting). 
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7. Smith, R.p. et al., 1966, IIEffects of .Temporal Uncertain(y on I>Jatch
'k~e~i n9 Performance," £er,~~R.t_:Lq!!.._ arJ..d_ PSX<;_~_~J?b..)!_~j_c.?.., 1, 293-299. 
Vlgllance is especially important vlhen 5101'/ response time or other 
factors place the operatol~ in a monitoring or "\'/atchkeep'ing ll mode. 
Human operator's response is slow~d not only through inattention, 
but also through a "surpri sell reacti on to temporal uncertainty. 

8. DeGreene, op cit., p. 215. Assume that demands are made on the 
operator by various sources of information and noise in the en
vironment. The messages arrive and in a sense fonn a queue. He 
can handle only one at a time. The length of the queue is a direct 
measure of interference that will exist when waiting provides ex
traneous messages to the operator. The notion of the queue "can 
serve as a rationnl basis for attack on th~ questions of perceptual 
overload and ... :orkload in general. 11 

9. DeGreene, op cit., p. 209. "In an assessment of operator loading, 
studies indicate that visual dis~ribution of attention is the major 
indicator of OpOI'ator \'lOrkload. 1I In addition to visual attention, 
operator worklOQd includes auditory input and output and the motor 
activity imposed upon him by the control elements of the task and 
by external perturbations. 

10. DeGreene, op cit.,- p. 475. Jhe normal problems Qf human response 
time to visua1 stimu1i ai'E important. If attention is pEtinit'ted to 
roam, the operator response time will,be longet. For example, a 
minimum glance to read a target outside of the 5 degree arc of clear 
vision required from 0.6 to 1.0 seconds. Additional delays are 
caused by operations in the extreme r"anges of human performance, 
which may involve phys;cal',di'sabiliti'es,'fat"igue, emotional stress, 
carelessness and inattention: 

11. DeGreene, op cit., p. 264,5,. A systen\';s consi-dered listable" if an 
error does not continue to grew indefinitely. Slow compute~ response 
can cause an accumulation of missed status changes. Sometimes a , 
man-machine system operates \'Jith instability, especially when there 
is delay time in the loop, whether caused' by man or machine. An 
example is the problem of "pilot induced oscillation" in \'lh'ich the 
pilot's corrective maneuvers are too late to check the increasing 
amplitude of oscillation of his a;rctaft. " ••. a human controller 

" by hi, s very presence introduces destabi 1 i zi ng effects ; nto a con
tro'l system .• , 1.1 
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APPENDIX B: RESUME OF EVALUATOR 

William R. Partridge has 25 years of professional experience 

involving management systems, operations research, data processing, 

personnel development, nnd general management. He currently is an 

independent consultnnt after serving for four years as director of 

The University of New Mexico Criminal Justice Program. His prior 

criminal justice e~perience includes six years.as a consultant en

gaged in a wide range of evaluation projects and system design and 

implementation programs. 

Partridge holds a B.A. degree from Pomona College based on en

gineering and liberal arts studies. After completing an M.P.A. 

program at the t~al:well Graduate School, SYl~acuse University, Partridge 

obtained an M.B.A. with a concent0ation in operations research from 

the Graduate School .of Business, U.C.L.A. 'He is completing Ph.D. 

requirements at The University of New ll1exico. 

Partridge is the subject of notice in Who's Who In The West and 

The Dictionary of Inte}~nat;ona1 Biography. 




